• molecular network analysis such as pathway enrichment, identification of network clusters, common signaling regulators or effectors, • analysis of transcription factor binding sites like prediction of binding sites using positional weight matrices, testing for enrichment of binding sites in regulatory sequences, or identification of composite modules (combinations of binding sites), as well as motif finding • methods to test for enrichment of functional groups or categories, e.g. from the Gene Ontology (Ashburner et al., n.d.) , using the Fisher test or Gene Set Enrichment Analysis (GSEA) (Subramanian et al. 2005) • Flux Balance Analysis (Duarte et al. 2007 ) to analyze metabolic networks • methods for processing and statistical analysis of high-throughput data, e.g. Limma (Ritchie et al. 2015) or DESeq2 (Anders and Huber 2010) • as well as simulation of computational models, e.g. as collected in the BioModels database (Le Novère et al. 2006 ).
An important feature of the platform is the possibility to define and execute workflows that can implement sequential and parallel multi-step analysis processes. Workflows can be created and edited using a graphical editor. They are an effective tool to define complex analysis pipelines and to document, reuse and to reproduce analysis procedures. Figure  1 shows the graphical user interface of the platform with an example workflow for Flux Balance Analysis.
Figure 1. Graphical user interface of the geneXplain platform showing the Flux Balance Analysis workflow.
We have developed geneXplainR, an R (R Core Team 2016) interface for the geneXplain platform, that makes it possible to define analysis pipelines in the R language using tools, workflows and other resources integrated in the platform. The package is based on and extends the rbiouml package (Yevshin and Valeev 2013) . The geneXplainR adds basic functionality not covered by rbiouml such as creation of projects, folders or deletion of items from the workspace as well as functions that provide direct access to certain tools or workflows. Another purpose of geneXplainR is to offer a suite of examples scripts in the example branch that help users to get started with the software. We have also developed a similar project denoted as the genexplain-api (P. Stegmaier 2017) that addresses Java developers and shall be described elsewhere. With geneXplainR, developers can easily take advantage of other bioinformatics software and resources available in R, e.g. through the popular Bioconductor project (Gentleman et al. 2004 ).
